These shades for the living room are the big room. Blinds that are fabric and still let the light through when they're closed. There should be 3 separate, adjustable shades. Brownish (gold)

Notes:
- Living room:
  - Sectional couches create 3 nooks; coffee table giving the space the feel of a home.
  - The kitchenette has cabinets, a sink, and a microwave.
  - The middle of the room is free floor space where people can use the floor (to make posters for example) or spread out beanbags.

- Window wall (shades):
  - Group computer
  - Group computer rooms:
    - 2 rooms, color themed orange & yellow
    - Half circle computer table allows many people to view the same screen w/o crowding around.
    - The monitor is large enough to be viewed by all.
    - The keyboard & mouse are the remote sensor kind, so they can be passed around.

- Home colors: geometric
  - Brown, orange, and gold are warm, too distinguishing.
  - The sofas would look good in avocado green.
  - Big shapes and fabric wall hangings on walls.
  - Swivel chairs are a ton in colors.